As is well known the physical properties of speech are determined by a large number of factors. They vary depending on the language spoken, on the age, gender and identity of the speaker. They undergo stylistical modifications in innumerable ways owing to the interaction of physiological, cognitive, social and communicative factors.
The child's problem
It is interesting to examine this traditional division of labor from the viewpoint of speech development. If children's phonetic input is indeed massively variable, how do they find phonology behind that variability? How do they discover the hidden structure of speech? We shall develop a tentative answer in the following steps.
Perceptual categories form as emergent consequences of accumulated phonetic experience (speech transforms complex but lawful). Motor development is guided by a physiological economy principle which helps the child spontaneously discover many patterns in the ambient language (motor boot-strapping). That heuristic presupposes that sound systems are (in part) adapted to be spoken. There is a great deal of evidence supporting that claim.
Avoiding circularity
To avoid circularity, it appears desirable to impose the following methodological conditions. We should not assume phonological structure to be able to generalize their experience of the first experiment to the new stimuli of the second.
It appears possible to explain the quail's behavior by hypothesizing an exemplar-based learning process. This account assumes that each individual stimulus (more precisely, each auditory pattern) gets stored in a holistic manner, say as a 'neuro-spectrogram'. As more patterns accumulate, the data sort themselves into clusters. The physical similarities and differences between the stimuli cause three distinct representations to form in auditory space.
(1)
Acoustic separation of place in coarticulated stops.
A simplified version of the process is illustrated in (1) where F2 onset , F3 onset and F2 vowel are plotted for a set of CV sequences similar to those used in the quail study. As can be seen, the three categories emerge as three nonoverlapping, three-dimensional 'clouds'. It does not seem unjustified to assume that, at the very least, the quail had access to the information portrayed in this diagram. If so, they would have had the possibility of associating the /d/ cloud with pecking and the other clouds with no pecking.
These facts and interpretations exemplify a paradigm that has been explored for some time by psychologists (Estes 1993) . Why would a process of experience-driven category formation provide a realistic scenario also for speech? A comparison of exemplar-based accounts with more traditional approaches throws some light on this question. The differences stand out particularly clearly in the light of speech development.
Exemplar models make minimal assumptions about 'initial conditions' and are therefore not guilty of 'resolving' issues such as the variability problem by postulating unknown, innate mechanisms. They make the most of the signal and its complex, but lawfully structured, variability before positing hypothetical decoding mechanisms whose operation is also yet to be specified.
As pointed out by Johnson & Mullenix (1997) , traditional accounts assume representations (e.g., phoneme-sized units) to be simple (context-free invariants). The task of deriving such units from the speech signal calls for complex processes capable of extracting invariants. Mechanisms of this type have been proposed -e.g., the 'phonetic module' of the motor theory (Liberman & Mattingly 1985) , the 'smart mechanisms' of direct realism (Fowler 1986 ) and the 'top-down' processes (reconstructive rules, inference making and hypothesis testing) of cognitively oriented approaches. How do those processes operate on-line in adult listeners and how do they develop? It is fair to say that our understanding of these issues is currently far from complete.
Exemplar-based models adopt the opposite perspective assuming representation to be complex and mapping to be simple. Categories form as emergent products of cumulative phonetic experience. The hypothesis is that signal statistics will go a long way towards establishing units. Right or wrong, these models commendably do address the mapping and the ontogeny problems. They say no both to nativisim and to merely descriptive curvefitting.
(2)
Movements shaped by a minimum-energy criterion.
Role of motor constraints 4.1 Movements are shaped by a minimum-energy criterion. The claim that movements are shaped by a minimum-energy criterion rests solidly on a large body of physiological studies (McArdle, Katch & Katch 1996) . A great deal of quantitative data is available on how much energy various species use during locomotor tasks.
This information is presented by plotting the amount of energy that the subject expends against traveling speed. An example is the data on horses walking, trotting and galloping, see upper part of (2) (adapted from Hoyt & Taylor 1981) . When the energy used is expressed per unit distance traveled, the measurements tend to be U-shaped and have distinct minima. Significantly, these minima are found at speeds that subjects spontaneously adopt when moving freely and unconstrained by the speed of a laboratory treadmill (lower part). Experimental biologists interpret such findings to suggest that locomotion (human walking and running, birds flying, fish swimming etc) is shaped by a criterion of 'minimum-energy expenditure'.
4.2
Is energetics relevant to speech? The phonetician naturally asks: Are speech movements and whole body movements similarly organized?
The energy costs of speech movements are likely to be small in comparison with those of locomotion. Therefore our brains might say: 'Be my guest! Do anything you like'. On the other hand, being both a tinkerer and a miser, evolution tends to be parsimonious which suggests that the same rules ought to apply for small as for big movements. Until measurements of speech energy costs are made, we should of course keep an open mind on those issues. However, several factors favor parsimony. First, energetics is needed to explain a number of general characteristics of spoken language (Lindblom 1983) . Second, it appears highly plausible that energetics leads the child to those characteristics, in a manner analogous to how it shapes the locomotion of animals.
What aspects of the world's phonologies are shaped by energetics? Why would children need help in their articulatory search for those aspects?
4.3
Sound patterns as adaptations to motor constraints Admittedly, 'articulatory ease' is a controversial topic in phonetics (Ladefoged 1981 , Ohala 1981 . However, by placing this issue in its broader biological context, we might be able to resolve it.
Whenever the issue of 'ease' arises, it is helpful to ask, 'Could it have been otherwise?' As we ponder that question, it becomes easier to see that, in comparison with other activities, speech is a pianissimo phenomenon (Lindblom 1983) . Languages make fastidious use of the gestural and acoustic possibilities in principle available for sound production (cf the DOF problem introduced below). This conclusion is reinforced by a number of observations. We should mention analyses of the development of speech production, the universality of the syllable and the typology of phonotactic structure. Further support comes from the facts of segmental dynamics and the phonetic contents of vowel and consonant inventories. Why is the transition from babbling to early phonetic forms continuous? Why do these forms show such a strong assimilatory organization (e.g. the 'co-occurrence patterns' reported by MacNeilage & Davis 1993)? Why do all languages have syllables? Why do favored syllable structures tend to be arranged phonotactically according to the so-called 'sonority hierarchy'? What is the origin of coarticulation and lenition phenomena such as assimilations, reductions and deletions? Why do phonetic segment inventories tend to be organized in implicational hierarchies (cf. Size Principle, Lindblom & Maddieson 1988) ? The present claim is that all of these widespread aspects are not there by accident but constitute phonological adaptations to production constraints.
4.4
The 'degrees of freedom' problem in motor control The preceding remarks introduce an issue known as the degrees-offreedom (DOF) problem. Motor systems offer their users an extremely rich set of possibilities for executing a given task. In principle, there is an infinite number of trajectories that a movement from one point to another could take. Solving the DOF problem means finding a unique movement in a very large search space.
Like other motor mechanisms, speech production offers talkers countless possibilities for any given task. Articulatory modeling (Lindblom & Sundberg 1971 , Maeda 1991 has shown that there is a continuous trade-off between jaw opening and tongue raising in producing a given vowel, e.g., an /i/. The normal way of making this sound is to raise the jaw and adopt a moderately palatal tongue shape. However, experiments have demonstrated that, when speakers are asked to produce a normal-sounding /i/ with an atypically large jaw opening maintained by a 'bite-block' (Lindblom et al 1979) , their output does not approach a predicted /(/-like quality. In fact, subjects are able to match the normal quality and formant pattern of the vowel quite closely, a result that clearly indicates a compensatory mode of articulation. X-ray data (Gay et al 1981) have confirmed this interpretation showing that, for biteblock /i/:s, subjects compensate by raising the tongue higher than normal into a super-palatal position. Consequently the DOF problem definitely also applies to speech.
Solving the DOF problem.
Some recent computational research on human walking (Anderson & Pandy 1999, Pandy in press) offers an elegant solution to the DOF problem. These investigators constructed a 3-D model of a musculo-skeletal system with 54-muscles and 23 degrees-of-freedom. The model and human subjects walked at a forward velocity of 81 m/min. Predicted displacements of anatomical structures were quantitatively similar to experimental observations. Muscle coordination patterns were consistent with EMG data from the subjects. Metabolic energy was expended at a rate comparable to that for human subjetcs. These predictions were made when a performance criterion of least metabolic cost was used.
Clearly, with so many muscles and mechanical dimensions, this type of model has a significant DOF problem. However, the success of the simulations implies that the optimization criterion drastically reduces the search space and makes it possible for the algorithm to identify unique and optimal movement trajectories for each subtask.
Estimating energy costs for jaw movement
A simplified model of the mandible was used to make some estimates of energy costs for speech (Lindblom et al 1999) . The jaw was represented by a system defined by its mass (m), damping (b) and elasticity (k). The mass was equal to 250 g. A resonance frequency of 5 Hz was assumed. The figure in (3) shows an estimate of energy consumption calculated for sinusoidal jaw movement of a 10 mm amplitude. We note that, despite the model's simplicity, the curve is similar to the results of (2) and those reported in the literature. It is U-shaped and has a distinct minimum.
Articulatory boot-strapping: 'Easy-way-sounds-OK'.
Given the information in (2) and (3) let us consider the following scenario: Suppose that young children vocalizing behave like subjects walking and running in preferring energetically low-cost movements. Further assume that, for vegetative reasons, the jaw and the area around the mouth opening are particularly salient regions of the vocal tract (Lindblom & Lubker 1985) and are therefore likely to be explored early on.
What would the articulatory and acoustic characteristics of opening and closing the jaw at minimum energy cost be like? An approximate answer is given by the minimum value of the U-shaped curve in (3). It corresponds to an open-close alternation near the jaw's resonance frequency. Combining this movement with phonation would produce a quasi-syllabic acoustic output resembling [bababa] . In other words, least effort applied to the jaw would produce an utterance not unlike canonical babbling.
Let us take this thinking one step further. The low-energy articulatory search (start pianissimo!) unfolds only a fragment of the child's phonetic space. It narrows down the range alternative movements thereby helping the child spontaneously discover many articulatory patterns used by the ambient phonology.
We note that for this strategy to work the following must be true: (1) The DOF problem for speech is solved in the in the same way as it is solved for non-speech movements. This implies a strong statistical bias in favor of lowcost motor patterns. (2) Many aspects of the world's phonologies are indeed low-cost motor patterns (absence of vegetative sounds and mouth sounds, feature composition of phonetic segments, e.g., /i/ a universally 'close' vowel, syllabic & phonotactic organization, coarticulation and lenition, systemdependence of phonetic dimensions in segment inventories). (3) Theoretically the world's phonologies could have developed less optimal motor patterns for cultural reasons, but have done so only to a limited extent. The reason is, we suggest, that sound patterns are adapted for phonetic development. Low-cost motor patterns are retained so as to accommodate the child's energy-efficient search by providing ambient reinforcement of the child's efforts. The phrase 'easy-way-sounds-OK' captures the nature of this boot-strapping. Ambient confirmation establishes perceptuo-motor links between the emergent perceptual categories and the fortuitously discovered articulations (StuddertKennedy 1987, in press).
Role of memory constraints for the origin of combinatorial structure 5.1 Phonological units: formal idiosyncracies or adaptive emergents?
The preceding remarks provide a sketch of how phonology might get shaped by developmental phonetics. The discussion has concentrated on substantive aspects. Do behaviorial constraints also play a role in the child's acquisition of formal universals of sound structure, e.g. featural and phonemic coding? We believe that it does indeed.
To argue this point in an instructive way, a simple algorithm was devised that automatically breaks down holistic patterns into smaller elements and then re-uses those elements. The re-use implies a combinatorial organization.
The point is that the derived units are emergent consequences of system growth and that they do not have to be pre-specified. We suggest that this mechanism is formally similar to what goes on in learning phonology. We interpret the holistic patterns as Gestalt motor scores. The segmentation into smaller elements defines 'articulatory gestures'. Gestural re-use is promoted by the fact that memory storage is associated with a biochemical cost. This cost is hypothesized to derive from the energy metabolism of memory formation (Gonzales-Lima 1992) and is an increasing function of the novelty of the stored materials. Since novelty is expensive, holistic coding is disfavored whereas parts of these wholes can get identified and re-used.
This account of emerging structure is completely non-teleological but once combinatorial coding comes into existence it exhibits several functional advantages. For instance, it uses memory in a manner that makes it possible to develop large vocabularies. We suggest that being able to code up to 100,000 words or more (Miller 1977 ) in a phonetically realiable way has an explanation at the micro-level of biochemistry. Whether that is a valid hypothesis or not remains to be seen. Nevertheless, some such explanation is clearly needed for several reasons. First, accounting for phonemic coding as due to a 'demand' for large vocabularies is teleological and therefore unacceptable. Second, explaining it in terms of the idiosyncratic nature of our genetic endowment for language (Halle & Stevens 1979 ) is a theoretical possibility but premature and therefore a low priority.
5.2
The nepotism game: 'close relatives get promoted'. Here is a simple formal exercise to illustrate the above claims. Imagine a 10-by-10 matrix with 100 cells. Our task is to choose a sequence of n points located in the matrix so that a 'cost criterion' is minimized. We consider two alternative definitions of 'cost': (a) For every new cell we pay 1 unit! (b) For every new coordinate specification (row or column) we pay 0.5 units! A single item is one unit on either measure. For (a), the cost is equal to n units regardless of the cells selected. With (b), costs can be cut by selecting a cell in a previously activated row and/or column. As n (system size) increases numerous opportunities for re-use arise. (4) shows a situation with six points sequentially chosen according to the second measure. A selected cell has been marked in black. When such a choice is made, the other cells of that row and column become available at half price (0.5 units). This is indicated by the shading. Zero cost is associated with cells at intersections of already committed rows and columns. The example in (4) costs 6 units when we pay per cell (first measure), but 2.5 units when selections are priced by coordinate specifications as in (b). Thus cost minimization forces the system to go combinatorial.
(4) Cost minimization induces combinatorial coding!
5.3
Self-segmentation and the emergence of articulatory 're-use'. What does this exercise tell us about speech? Our answer begins by reinterpreting the matrix as a crude articulatory space. We replace rows and columns by continuous parameters, say the phase and amplitude of elementary oscillatory movement. Along a third dimension we specify the articulator performing the movement. A given point in this 3-D space represents a Gestalt motor score.
Suppose a child consistently uses forms sounding like [GLGL@, >P9P9@ and >E$E$@. In the articulatory space these forms are represented by three points whose coordinates specify the movement parameters: e.g., three amplitude values for the open-close movement of the jaw, two positions (front and back) for the rest/target alternation of the tongue etc. In standard notation (but without implying any segmental organization), the jaw-tongue parameters form the following matrix: tongue positions _L_L jaw openings _9_9 _$_$ These specifications are each linked to its own type of closure movement: d_d_, m_m_, and b_b_.
The nepotism principle (NEP) literally states that a re-combination of all these hidden "component" movements is favored by the memory constraint. If NEP were consistently and mechanically implemented, it would yield the following additional potential re-use patterns for jaw-tongue movement: tongue positions __ jaw openings _(_( _±_± Moreover, it would put a number of forms in a state of 'readiness', e.g., [G(G(@, [G±G±@, [GG@, [G9G9@,  [G$G$@, >PLPL@, >P(P(@, >P±P±@, >PP@, >P$P$@, >ELEL@, >E(E(@, >E±E±@, >EE@, >E9E9@. Again no segmental organization is implied.
How does this re-use come about? How are the "component movements" identified? The quotation marks around "component" are important, since so far we have little reason to treat phonetic forms as anything but Gestalts.
As a first step towards an answer, we note that the vocal tract consists of several independently controllable structures. In other words, although early vocalizations do not arise from phoneme-like control signals, the system producing them is in fact anatomically 'segmented'.
Second, we observe that, in many cases, neural representations are somatotopically organized (Kandel & Schwartz 1991) which means that the brain stores individual motor and sensory activities in specific locations with anatomical identity preserved (cf notion of homunculus). Both of these circumstances play a crucial role in the proposed self-segmentation process.
Faced with the task of producing ambient forms not yet acquired, the child must solve the problem of assembling new motor programs. NEP predicts that the speed and accuracy of imitation, spontaneous use and recall will depend significantly on whether or not the new form shares "component" movements with old forms. Assembling a new motor score is assisted by overlap with previously encoded patterns even if those patterns are part of unanalyzed wholes and have not yet been 'defined' as separate motor entities. For the evidence supporting this scenario see review in Lindblom (1998) .
What is the mechanism underlying gestural re-use? We propose that in part the NEP bias leads the child to engage in spontaneous articulatory re-use, in part the native language favors forms that match the output of NEP. Learners can thus use NEP to find 'hidden' structure.
The present account resembles the role sketched previously for motor constraints in the acquisition of phonology. The argument common to both sections is that behavioral conditions make certain patterns more functional than others. Languages are molded by those functional constraints. They adapt to them incorporating fossils of naturalness in their architecture and by so doing they become more learnable and easier to use. 6. Summary: There is no 'hidden' structure! How do children find the 'hidden' structure of speech? This question presupposes that 'structure' is something disembodied. In other words, it is seen as embedded in an incomplete, degraded, noisy and infinitely variable signal. That is the traditional, but, in our view, not necessarily correct assumption. Instead the following approach is advocated.
Phonetic variations are far from random. They are patterned in principled ways because of perceptual distinctiveness, articulatory dynamics and VT acoustics. A cumulatively growing, exemplar-based phonetic memory should go a long way towards revealing that patterning to the child. In such a model 'categories' do not resemble the neat, operationally (sic!) defined units of classical phonemic analysis, since their correlates are likely to be strongly contextually embedded, in a sense 'hidden'. However, over time variability would get sorted and disambiguated by context and by the cues providing semantic and situational labeling. Mapping simple, representation complex.
One source of information for perceptual labeling is articulatory. Research on non-speech offers the phonetician valuable clues as to how motor processes operate. The role of metabolic cost in solving the DOF problem is a case in point. We have made the parsimonious assumption that speech movements are organized like other movements. Therefore energetics should be relevant. From that conclusion we were led to propose a two-part hypothesis: Easyway-sounds-OK! It says (1) that children initially explore their vocal resources in an energetically low-cost mode and (2) that sound patterns have adapted to reward that behavior. This is a kind 'conspiracy' that makes children stumble on motorically motivated phenomena in the ambient language. Syllabic organization is one of them. It also establishes motor links to perceptual forms (cf imitation).
A related scenario was sketched for the development the phonemically coded lexicon. We suggested that a linguistic system with featural and phonemic recombination humors learners whose memories charge a metabolic fee for storage. If that fee increases with the number of bits (amount of information) to be stored, it follows that patterns that do not share materials (Gestalts) are costly, whereas patterns with overlap are cheaper. Somatotopic organization and VT anatomy were found to impose a segmentation of this overlap into articulator-specific parameters. This is the process that implicitly defines the 'phonetic gesture' for the child. Metabolically controlled re-use is thus launched and paves the way for cognitively driven and combinatorial vocabulary growth. These considerations favor the view that phonemic coding is an adaptive emergent rather than a formal idiosyncracy of our genetic endowment for Language.
Conclusion: Say no to the 'inescapable dogma'.
Emergent phonology is proposed to promote a new vision of the relationship between phonetics and phonology. By substituting it for the traditional division of labor, we would get away from what Chomsky (1964) calls the 'inescapable dogma' of 20 th century linguistics: the logical priority of linguistic form over substance.
The distinctions between form/substance and competence/performance should be abandoned having served their historical purpose. There is no split between analog phonetics and digital phonology because, from the developmental point of view, phonology remains behavior and continues to be analog. Phonology differs qualitatively from phonetics in that it represents a new, more complex and higher level of organization of that behavior. For the child, phonology is not abstract. It represents an emergent patterning of phonetic substance.
